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E.O.Q.L. - a revised and improved version of A.O.Q.L.

1. Introduction

In the thirties H.F. Dodge and H.G. Romig developed the Average Ontgoing
Quality Limit sampling system, cf. H.F. Dodge and H.G. Romig (1959). It is
a sampling system which guarantees that the average number of defectives
after inspection does not exceed a limit chosen beforehand. A sample is
taken from a population, all items in the sample are tested and if the
number of defectives found in the sample exceeds a critical limit, all
items in the population are tested. All defective items found in the
sample or in full inspections are repaired~corrected or replaced by good
items.
The method was one of the methods developed for use in the manufacture of
communication apparatus and equipment for the Bell Telephone System. The
method was translated for application in an auditing environment by J.
Kriens (cf. J. Kriens and A.C. Dekkers (19~9)) and later on for applica-
tion in the control of administrative processes by J. Kriens and R.H.
Veenstra (1985). The method has already been successfully applied for many
years by the Dutch accounting firm Touche Ross Netherlands and by a number
of its clients.
Unfortunately the statistical derivation presented by Dodge and Romig is
not completely correct. In this article we present a correct derivation.
Because we treat the quality after the inspection more explicitly as a
stochastic variable than Dodge and Romig do, we call the improved versíon
Expected Outgoing Quality Limit in stead of Average Outgoing Quality
Limit.
Section 2 contains the model by Dodge and Romig, section 3 shows the error
in it and section 4 contains the revised version of the model. Finally
section 5 discusses the numerical solution of the E.O.Q.L.-model.
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2. Dodge and Romig's A.O.Q.L.-method

In a population with N elements, there are M - pN errors. The number of
errors kx)in the snmple has a hypergeometric distribution, which for
small values of p and n(~N can be approximated by a Poisson distribution
with parameter np.
If the numer of errors in the sample is smaller than or equal to the ac-
ceptance number k0, only these errors are corrected, in the other case all
elements of the population will be inspected and corrected if necessary.
The expected value of the number of elements of the population to be in-
spected is equal to

(2.1) I- nP[k ( k0] t NP[k ) k0].

Dodge and Romig state that the fraction of errors after the inspection is
given by

(2.2) PA -~- P NNn P[k ( k0]

(o.c. p. 3~). The relation between pA and p can for given values of N, n
and k0 be represented as in fig. 2.1. For small values of p the curve is
somewhat below the bisector; there is a maximum for p- pl and then the
curve approximates 0 for p tending to 1.

-------------------------------------------------------
") In this paper random variables will be underlined.
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Figure 2.1. The relationship between pA and p for given values of N, n and
k~ (in this figure dinferent scales are used for each axis; as
a consequence the tangent to the curve lies in p- 0 above the
bisector).

The value of pl can be found by putting the derivative of pA to p equal to
zero and solving for p. Now

dp dP[k ~ k ]l
(2.3) dPA - NNn P[k C k0] t p dp ~ J ,

From

(2.4) P[k C k~] - FO e-np ~n-pL
- ~

k-0

it follows

dP[k C k] k0 -np k
(2 5) dp- 0-~ e kiP) (-n t P) -

k-0
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kp

- nP[k C k] t 1 F kP[k - k].- - p p k-p -

Using the following property of the Poisson distribution

(2.6) kP[k - k] - npP[k - k-1]

(2.5) can be rewritten as

dP[k C k ]
(2.~) dP p - -nP[k - kp]

and thus

(2.8) dPA - NNn CP[k C kp] - npPCk - kp]].

Putting the right hand side of (2.8) equal to zero, we find that pi satis-
fies

(2.9) P[k C kplnPl] - np1PCk - kp~npl] - p,

or, with x - npl

(2.10) P[k C kp~x] - xP[k - kp~x] - 0.

From this equation x can be found with Newton's method. That we really get
a maximum follows from figure 2.1. or may be checked by computing the
second derivative. The value of the maximum equals

(2.11) pL - pl NNn P[k C kplx] -(n - N) x2PCk - kp~x].

Dodge and Romig introduce the variable

kp kx x
Y- x L e k~ ,

k-0
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which with ( 2.9) can be rewritten as

Y - x2P[k - k~lx].

Then (2.11) runs

(2.12) P1 - (n - N)Y.

For given values of k~, N and n, the maximum value pL can be computed. In
practice, however, the value of pL is chosen and n then follows from

(2.13) n - NpNyt .
L y

For a given value of N and a chosen level pL, n is still a function of k~,
so there are a number of combinations (n,k0) which satisfy the condition
set to pA. Dodge and Romig try to find that combination (n,k~) which mini-
mizes I, using an estimate of the quality p before inspection. Their
method does not lead to the global optimum in all cases, cf. A. Hald
(1981) and R.H. Veenstra and J.C. Buysse (1985).

3. The error in the Dodge and Romig-model

Formula (2.2) is not completely correct, which can be shown as follows.
The expected value of the number of corrections R is

k~
(3.1) ~ R- ï kP[k - k] t MP[k ) k0].

- k-0

In stead of this value Dodge and Romig use for the expected number of
corrections

(3.2) pI - npP[k ~ k~] t MP[k ) k~]

(cf. formula (2.1)), implying
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k0
(3-3) E kP[k - k] - npP[k C k0].

k-0 - - -

This formula is not correct: after division of both sides by P[k C k0],
the left hand side equals the expected value of the number of errors under
the condition that the population is not rejected, whereas the right hand
side equals the unconditional expected value of k.
The difference between both terms is -

k0 k0
(3.4) npP[k C k0] - ï kP[k - k] - npP[k C k0] - E npP[k - k-1]

- - k-0 - - k-0

- npP[k C k0] - npP[k C k0-1] - npP[k - k~].

This difference is not large, but putting it equal to zero has as a conse-
dpAquence dp ) 0 for every p! (cf. (2.3) and (2.5)).

4. The improved version of the A.O.Q.L.-method: the E.0 Q L-method

We consider the fraction defectives after inspection as a random variable
~A with distribution

pA - p- N(k - 0,1,...,k0 (C n)) with probability P[k - k]
(4.1)

PA - 0 with probability P[k ~ k0]

k being again Poisson distributed, cf. (2.4). The expected value of ~A
equals

k0
(4.2) ~ pA - i (p - N)P[k - k].

k-0 -

With (2.6), (4.2) can be rewritten as

(4.3) ~ pA - P NNn P[k C k0] t~ P[k - k0].



In most cases the maximum value of ~~A can be found by putting the deri-
vative to p equal to zero and next solving for p, cf, however section 5.
This derivative is

d~ p - r dP[k C k]1 r
(4.4) dpA-NNn ILP[k ~k~] tp dp- ~ J .N LP[k-ko].

using

and

dP[k - k ]
t p dp ~ - NNn P[k ( k0] - P[k - kp] .[np - N(1tk0)].

dp - -nP[k - k~]
dP[k ~ k0]

dP[k - k ] k
dp O- P[k - kD](-n ~ p).

Applying the same procedure as in section 2 we find for the required
sample size

(4.5) n - Ny
k0

Np~ t X y

However, solving x- npl, for which (4.4) reaches the value 0 has become
more complicated than in section 2 as is shown by example 4.2. Example 4.1
is more as an introduct,ion.

Example 4.1

Suppose k~ - 0, then according to Dodge and Romig x- 1, cf. (2.9) and y-
x2P[k - 0] - e-1, so (2.13) leads to

n - .pL ~ e-1~N
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In our case (4.4) also leads to x- 1, y- e-1 and the required sample
size is

e
n - - ,

P L

a size independent of N.
Interesting to notice is that the maximum value of ~(pA) will be reached
in pl - n- epL. When using hypergeometric probabilities, ~i (~A) can not
be maximized by differentiation: a numerical solution can then be found,
however, by iterative searching in the neighbourhood of pl - epL.

Example 4.2

Assume now k0 - 1. According to Dodge and Romig x is a solution of x2 -
x- 1- 0, cf. (2.10), and n follows from (2.13) with x- 2(1 .~).
According to the E.O.Q.L.-method x is a solution of, cf. (4.4),

(4.6) NNn P[k C 1] - P[k - 1](x - 2 N) - 0.

or, after substitution of the Poisson distribution

(4.7) x2 -( 1. N) x-(1- N) - 0.

There is an analogy with the Dodge-Romig solution, but apart from that, we
now have an identification problem: to compute x we must know the quotient
n whereas to find n we must know x.N'
As N varies between 0 and 1, x can vary from 1}2~ (the solution of x2 -
x- 1- 0) as N ~. 0, to 2 ( the solution of x2 - 2x - 0) as N T 1. The
values of x as given by Dodge and Romig are, as can be shown by putting
N.~ 0 in (4.4), lower bounds for all possible solutions. A.J. Simons
(1988) has shown in a general formulation that k0 t 1 is an upperbound for
x.

Besides the identification problem, the E.O.Q.L.-solution in example 4.1
is not completely satisfactory either, because for pL - 1, we still find
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n) 0. A rigorous numerical solution of the E.O.Q.L.-model is given in the
next section.

5. A general numerical solution for the E.O.Q.L.-model

For given values of N and k0 we define the function E(n,p) as follows:

k0
(5.1) E:LO.N~.C0.1) ~ ~ , E(n.P) - E (P - N)PCk - k~.

k-0 -

which function is identical to (4.2). The problem then is to find the
minimum value n" of n such that E~ pL for every p. Put in another way: if
we define

(5.2) E~ - E - PL,

we are looking for the minimum value of n, such that EM ~ 0 for every p.
This can be done by writing n as a function of p. -
Figure 5.1. may serve as an illustration; the shaded area is the feasible
region.

n

Figure 5.1. The indifference curve E` - 0.
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Example 5.1

Assume again k0 - 0. Then

(5.3) Ex - 0~ pe-nP - pL - 0

and

P
(5.4) n(P) - - p log pL.

By differentiating we find that n(p) has its maximum value for

(5.5) P1 - epL

and

-1
(5.6) n" - e .PL

Note that again nNpl - 1. This derivation may not be applicable if the
maximtim is reached on the boundary of the feasible region e.g. if pL - 1

-1
or if pL ~ eN ; in the first case n" - 0 and in the second n~ - N.

The solution which minimizes n subject to EM ~ 0 for all p satisfies the
d ~ p -

original conditions dP A- G and (4.5).
Contrary to the Dodge and Romig-method n and p are now treated as two
different variables and not only in the combination x- np. As a conse-
quence the identification problem mentioned at the end of section 4 no
longer exists.

In order to describe the algorithm we rewrite the original conditions. The
first one is rewritten as

k0 k k0
(5-7) NNn F~~ - n~--kL [np - N(1 t k0)~ - 0,k-0
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or, for given values of N and k0 as

(5.8) g(n,P) - 0.

With PR - P[k - k0] equation (4.5) can be rewritten in the original va-
riables as

(5.9) n~ - pL
k

PRpl(pl - NO)

or, for given values of N, pL and k0, as

(5.10) ~" - f(n,Pl).

The algorithm first computes a combination (n,p) which satisfies (5.8) and
next checks whether (5.10) is also satisfied. If not, it makes a new iter-
ation. The algorithm exploits the property that, if for a given value of
pL, there exist combinations X-(nx,px) and Y-(ny,py) such that g(X) -
0, g(Y) - 0 and [nx - f(X)].[ny - f(Y)] ~ 0, the function f has just one
solution n- n~` - f(x,p) which satisfies g(n,p) - 0.

The steps in each iteration are as follows.
(1) Check whether for the chosen value of pL combinations X-(nx,px) and

Y-(ny,py) can be found such that [nx - f(X)][ny - f(Y)] ~ 0; natural
choices for X and Y are X-(n(NO),NO) and Y-(n(1),1).
If such points can be found, go to (2); if this is not the case the
optimum can be found by studying the boundary points of Ew - 0(cf.
example 5.1).

(2) Compute a new value pl - 2(px } py).
(3) Find the value n(pl) satisfying (5.8).
(4) Compute f(n(pl)'pl)'
(5) Determine t - f(n(pl),pl) - n(pl)'
(6) If t- 0, the optimum is found;

if t) 0, choose X-(n(P1)'pl)'
if t( 0, choose Y-(n(P1)'pl)'

(7) Go back to step (2).
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It can be proved that this algorithm converges for any set N, pL, k0 to
the optimal combination (n"(k0),pl(k0)), cf. A.J. Simons (1988).

So for every chosen value of k0 we can compute the optimal corresponding
value n"(k0) of n~. The freedom in choice of a combination (kO,nM(k0))
can, just as in the Dodge Romig-model be used to minimize the expected
total number of items ~(I(k0)) to be inspected. Thus

(5.11) min ~(I(k0)) - n~(k0)P[k ( k0] t NP[k ) k0]k0 - - - -

results in the minimum expected number of inspections as a function of p.
Also in the case of the E.O.Q.L.-method the available freedom in choosing
an adequate value of k0 can only be used if there is some knowledge about
the value of p before inspection, which does not conflict with (5.4): only
values of p) pL give sample sizes n) 0.
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